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Some of you may have noticed that the Nursery
has had some building work done. There used to be
a UPVC structure that was the cloakroom and
entrance to the Nursery but over the years the
Happiness and wonder
structure had deteriorated. We have replaced
the structure with a more permanent structure
inspires success
that looks much better and in the winter will be
We have received some very sad and shocking much warmer too.
news this week; Marie Heyes who has been a
Lunch time Supervisor at our school for almost
27 years had sadly passed away on Friday 19th The children have enjoyed the week of sunshine
June during surgery. Our thoughts are with her and it has allowed them to take their activities
family with whom we have been in contact with. outside in the fresh air, which is always a bonus in
Marie loved her job and the children and she these strange times. We currently have six
always joined in with whatever they were doing. bubbles, three Reception bubbles, two Year 1
Many children learned to skip with a skipping bubbles and one Year 2 (Key worker) bubble. We
rope thanks to Marie. She will be greatly missed have more children joining us next week; if you
by everyone in school. Her funeral arrangements would like your Reception or Year 1 child to return
are not confirmed yet but as soon as we know we to school please let us know by Wednesday so they
shall let you know so you can join us at the front can start the following Monday.
of the school to pay your respects as it is
planned the procession will drive Marie past
Bellfield School one last time.
The school will be closed for the duration of the
summer holidays and I know staff are looking
forward to finally getting some quality time with
their own families to relax and recharge their
batteries. We are ‘quietly’ confident that school
will re-open as normal to all children on
Wednesday 2nd September 2020 - and the bubbles
will have blown away!

Reception children have been finding out about
the seaside and what creatures live in the sea.
They have enjoyed making things in their arts
and craft and their classrooms look like an under
the sea experience.
Year 1 have continued to find out about flight
and early pilots and Year 2 have been looking at
and constructing castles.
If we are expecting your child to be in school and they are not attending for any reason, please call 0121 464 4855 Option 1
or Text 07900 351 202 between 8:30am - 9:00am to let us know the reason. Thank you.

